1. What is your overall rating of this course?
   - outstanding
   - very good
   - adequate
   - fair
   - poor

2. What is your overall rating of the instructor's teaching effectiveness in the online environment?
   - almost always effective
   - usually effective
   - sometimes effective
   - rarely effective
   - almost never effective

3. How much do you feel you have learned in this course?
   - an exceptional amount
   - more than usual
   - about as much as usual
   - less than usual
   - almost nothing

4. The difficulty level of the course is
   - extremely easy (1)
   - easier than average (2)
   - about average (3)
   - more difficult than average (4)
   - extremely difficult (5)

5. Overall, the amount of material covered in the course is
6. Overall, the work required in the course is

- too much
- a little too much
- just about right
- not enough
- too little

7. I was able to easily access the course website whenever I needed to

- almost always
- usually
- sometimes
- rarely
- almost never

8. Please describe any problems you had accessing the course website.


9. The overall organization of the course website was effective in helping me learn.

- strongly agree
- agree more than disagree
- uncertain
- disagree more than agree
- strongly disagree

10. Please describe aspects of the website you found helpful and any suggestions you may have for improvement.


11. I understood what was expected of me in this course

- almost always
- usually
- sometimes
- rarely
- almost never
12. My questions were answered in a timely way.
   ○ almost always
   ○ usually
   ○ sometimes
   ○ rarely
   ○ almost never

13. Grades were assigned fairly according to the grading policy described in the course syllabus.
   ○ almost always
   ○ usually
   ○ sometimes
   ○ rarely
   ○ almost never

14. Rate the usefulness of the course assignments (homework, writings, reports, special projects, etc.) in helping you learn.
   ○ almost always useful
   ○ usually useful
   ○ sometimes useful
   ○ rarely useful
   ○ almost never useful

15. The amount of student-to-student interaction required for this course was:
   ○ much too much
   ○ slightly too much
   ○ about right
   ○ slightly too little
   ○ much too little
   ○ not applicable

16. About how many hours per week have you spent on this class (e.g., writing papers, reviewing notes, logged onto the course website.)?
   ○ under 5
   ○ 5-9
   ○ 10-14
   ○ 15-19
   ○ 20 or more

17. Of the total hours you spent on this class, how many were valuable in advancing your education?
   ○ almost all valuable
   ○ more than half valuable
18. I would recommend this course to others.

- strongly agree
- agree more than disagree
- uncertain
- disagree more than agree
- strongly disagree

19. What is your primary reason for taking this course?

- as a major requirement
- as a minor requirement
- as a Gen Ed requirement
- as a certificate program requirement
- as an elective
- for professional development
- for personal enrichment
- other

20. How many online courses have you participated in?

- this is the first one
- one or two courses before this one
- three or more courses before this one

21. My class is

- freshman
- sophomore
- junior
- senior
- graduate student
- other

22. I expect a final course grade of

- A
- B
- C
- D
- E, F
- Other

23. My age is
24. My sex is
   - female
   - male

25. What did you like BEST about this class?

26. What did you like LEAST about this class?

27. What would you suggest to the instructor(s) to improve this course?

28. Do you have any additional comments about the computer-based distance education format of the course?

Don't forget to click "Submit Form" below to save your responses. Exiting this form without clicking Submit Form will erase all of your entries.
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